


What is a register report? 

https://cos.io/rr/

• Registered Reports are a form of empirical journal article in which
methods and proposed analyses are pre-registered and peer-
reviewed prior to research being conducted. High quality protocols
are then provisionally accepted for publication before data collection 
commences. 

https://cos.io/rr/
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First example: 
Replication of recently collected

data
Write the abstract, intro, methods, results, discussion and add the following

sections:











Second example: 
Expriments not conducted yet

Write the abstract, intro, and add the following sections:

















But it can be annoying and time consuming to write 
multiple hypotheses/predictions ---> when appropriate 
I do that:







Third example: 
Expriments not conducted yet

Reviewing process on OSF
It’s painful. 









You can also:

• Propose a replication (direct or conceptual) of a study that is not 
yours

• Propose an analysis of an existing data set (that you did not analyse 
yet)



Where to send your register report?









What are the downsides?
• When your analyses depend on the results, it is annoying to pre-register each step in 

detail.

• Same when you want to publish a series of experiments and the design of the later
experiments is contingent upon the outcomes of the earlier ones. 

• When you have questions/vignettes/news that are novel and are not sure how 
participants will understand them --> pre-test them.

• The reviewing process takes longer

• It takes a lot of time to think about everything before collecting the data — but it’s a 
great exercice!



What are the advantages?

Daniel Simons
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Other advantages

• Papers that received in principle acceptance after stage 1 are 
valuable—which compensate for the reviewing time.

• You have feedback on your design, statistical analyses, etc. Which can
be very helpful.

• You can sleep tight ! What matters is not your p value but the quality
of your experimental design.



Other things to know

• You can’t withdraw your an article that has been accepted in Stage 1

• In the cover letter I usually write: ‘As a side note, we must admit that 
this is one of our first experience submitting an article in this format 
(confirmatory report). If there are issues with the way we present the 
registered replications, we apologize, and welcome any feedback on 
how to fix them.’



Other things to know

• Sometimes journals will ask you to add this in the cover letter:

‘All necessary support and approvals are in place for the proposed 
research. If our submission is accepted, we will collect the data within 
two months. In less than three months we will be able to submit the 
manuscript for Stage 2. The authors agree to share the raw data, the 
digital study materials and analysis code. We agree to register our 
approved protocol on the Open Science Framework. If we withdraw the 
present research, we agree that Evolutionary Human Sciences publish a 
short summary under the section withdrawn registrations.'



Thank you! 

You can find the paper I mentionned on my website: 
https://sites.google.com/view/sacha-altay/research

https://sites.google.com/view/sacha-altay/research

